
Alfabet FastLane
Start managing your IT portfolio in 
the cloud—in minutes!

Turn IT into a powerful engine for business innovation. Alfabet FastLane makes it easy with ready-to-
use reports and executive-ready dashboards in the cloud.

Deliver smart IT solutions faster
If your business is like most, your IT landscape has grown really complicated—and hard to understand. 
Help is here: Alfabet FastLane, a simple, straightforward and ready-to-use IT portfolio management 
solution in the cloud. Get the insights you need about your IT to quickly meet business demands while 
creating the foundation for a well-run IT portfolio management practice.

Key benefits
• Fast setup, easy getting started, instant value

• Better cost management by rationalizing your IT landscape

• Improved agility with a clear understanding of architecture impacts and dependencies

• More informed decisions about IT

• Accelerated time-to-market with IT solutions

• No more IT information silos, thanks to one repository

• Built-in IT portfolio management best practices

• Lower TCO

• Out of the box reports and dashboards allow quick and fast access to important facts about 
your IT portfolio

• Customizable dashboards, KPIs and roles for individual company needs

• Quick and up-to date data capture through out of the box integrations
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ABOUT SOFTWARE AG
Software AG began its journey in 1969, the year that technology helped put a man on the moon and the software industry was born. Today our infrastructure software makes a world of living connections possible. Every day, millions 
of lives around the world are connected by our technologies. A fluid flow of data fuels hybrid integration and the Industrial Internet of Things. By connecting applications on the ground and in cloud, businesses, governments and 
humanity can instantly see opportunities, make decisions and act immediately. Software AG connects the world to keep it living and thriving. For more information, visit www.softwareag.com. 

© 2021 Software AG. All rights reserved. Software AG and all Software AG products are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Software AG.  
Other product and company names mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.

Cloud migration 

• What are our cloud focus areas?

• What is our cloud migration strategy?

• What is the technical obsolescence impact?

• What is our cloud footprint?

Governance 

• Who is responsible for our assets?

• What should we be focusing on?

• Who owns which applications?

Transparency 

• What is our application portfolio?

• Which process areas require most IT 
support?

• What are our architectural dependencies?

• Where do we have functional redundancies?

• What is our technical debt?

• Who are our vendors?

• What is our Business-IT alignment?

Rationalization 

• What are our business capability outsourcing 
candidates?

• How can we outsource our business 
capabilities?

• What are our cost drivers?

• What are our investment/retirement 
candidates?

• What is the status of our rationalization plan?

Roadmapping

• What is our landscape?

• What is our target architecture?

• What is our roadmap?

Risk 

• Where do we use sensitive data?

• What is our security score?

• How will IT failure impact our business?

Get important answers fast

Ready-to-go reports make it easy to decide and improve 
on your IT.

Data governance reports give you a real-time view of the 
completeness of your IT portfolio management data.
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Features
Simplified IT portfolio management 
Manage business, application, information, technology and cloud portfolios with one 
easy-to-use interface. With Alfabet FastLane, you gain immediate insight into your level 
of data governance and completeness across portfolios. You can easily:

• Highlight potential problem areas in your IT

• Understand gaps in your architecture

• Defend and support your IT decisions

• Define and plan your cloud migration strategy

• Define and analyze compliance information, like for GDPR

Multi-dimensional roadmaps help you plot your IT transformation. Focus on achieving 
attainable business outcomes with guided journeys to reach your goals.

Quick setup, instant value 
This Software-as-a-Service requires zero configuration and implementation time. Realize 
value quickly with predefined business questions, reports and roles, as well as simplified 
and guided data upload. Spend time building a rock-solid IT information repository rather 
than configuring tools!

Industry-proven solution  
Alfabet FastLane is built on the Alfabet platform that’s consistently ranked a leader by 
analysts for enterprise architecture and IT portfolio management. Leverage best practices 
and proven methodology based on years of experience and expertise. Agile product roll-out 
incorporating industry demands.

Path for easy growth 
Start small and grow! Alfabet FastLane is the perfect fit for the essential needs of smaller 
organizations at low cost and no risk. Upgrade easily to Alfabet Enterprise Cloud as your 
business has more advanced requirements. Migration is a cinch.

Try Alfabet FastLane for free! 

Learn more at alfabetfastlane.com.

Try it 
for free!

http://alfabetfastlane.com

